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A RT I C L E

Pharmacological Dissection and Distribution of NaN/Nav1.9, T-type 
Ca2+ Currents, and Mechanically Activated Cation Currents in Different 
Populations of DRG Neurons

Bertrand Coste, Marcel Crest, and Patrick Delmas

Laboratoire de Neurophysiologie Cellulaire, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifi que, UMR 6150, Faculté de Médecine, 
IFR Jean Roche, 13916 Marseille Cedex 20, France

Low voltage–activated (LVA) T-type Ca2+ (ICaT) and NaN/Nav1.9 currents regulate DRG neurons by setting the 
threshold for the action potential. Although alterations in these channels have been implicated in a variety of 
pathological pain states, their roles in processing sensory information remain poorly understood. Here, we carried 
out a detailed characterization of LVA currents in DRG neurons by using a method for better separation of NaN/
Nav1.9 and ICaT currents. NaN/Nav1.9 was inhibited by inorganic ICa blockers as follows (IC50, μM): La3+ (46) > 
Cd2+ (233) > Ni2+ (892) and by mibefradil, a non-dihydropyridine ICaT antagonist. Amiloride, however, a prefer-
ential Cav3.2 channel blocker, had no effects on NaN/Nav1.9 current. Using these discriminative tools, we showed 
that NaN/Nav1.9, Cav3.2, and amiloride- and Ni2+-resistant ICaT (AR-ICaT) contribute differentially to LVA cur-
rents in distinct sensory cell populations. NaN/Nav1.9 carried LVA currents into type-I (CI) and type-II (CII) small 
nociceptors and medium-Aδ–like nociceptive cells but not in low-threshold mechanoreceptors, including putative 
Down-hair (D-hair) and Aα/β cells. Cav3.2 predominated in CII-nociceptors and in putative D-hair cells. AR-ICaT 
was restricted to CII-nociceptors, putative D-hair cells, and Aα/β-like cells. These cell types distinguished by their 
current-signature displayed different types of mechanosensitive channels. CI- and CII-nociceptors displayed 
amiloride-sensitive high-threshold mechanical currents with slow or no adaptation, respectively. Putative D-hair 
and Aα/β-like cells had low-threshold mechanical currents, which were distinguished by their adapting kinetics 
and sensitivity to amiloride. Thus, subspecialized DRG cells express specifi c combinations of LVA and mechano-
sensitive channels, which are likely to play a key role in shaping responses of DRG neurons transmitting different 
 sensory modalities.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons form a heteroge-

neous population based on criteria such as cell body 

size, structures innervated, and sensory modalities. 

During the last 20 years, compelling evidence has ac-

cumulated that suggests that these physiologically and 

anatomically distinct populations of DRG neurons also 

express different subsets of ion channels (Waxman 

et al., 1999; Wood et al., 2004; Wang and Woolf, 2005).

Based on their differential sensitivity to tetrodotoxin 

(TTX), Na+ channels are typically classifi ed into TTX-

sensitive and TTX-resistant subunits. Small- to medium-

sized DRG neurons express TTX-resistant Na+ currents 

produced by Nav1.8 and Nav1.9 channel isoforms 

 (Akopian et al., 1996; Sangameswaran et al., 1996; 

Dib-Hajj et al., 1998; Tate et al., 1998; Benn et al., 2001; 

Fang et al., 2002). Nav1.8 encodes a slowly activating and 

inactivating current (also known as SNS or PN3), which 

has a relatively depolarized threshold for activation and 

may support action potential propagation in C- and Aδ-

nociceptive fi bers (Akopian et al., 1996; Sangameswaran 

et al., 1996; Blair and Bean, 2002). In contrast, the Nav1.9 

subunit (also known as NaN or SNS2) generates a low 

voltage–activated (LVA) channel current with very 

slow activation and inactivation rates and larger single 

channel conductance (Herzog et al., 2001; Coste et al., 

2004). Nav1.9 channels give rise to a “persistent” Na+ 

current at subthreshold voltages that lowers action 

potential threshold and promotes burst discharges 

(Herzog et al., 2001; Baker et al., 2003; Coste et al., 

2004). Mice with nonfunctional Nav1.9 channels do not 

develop the persistent heat hyperalgesia that is normally 

seen in infl ammatory pain models (Priest et al., 2005).

In addition to Nav1.9 channels, DRG neurons also 

 express LVA T-type Ca2+ currents (ICaT) (Carbone and 

Lux, 1984; Bossu et al., 1985; Nowycky et al., 1985; 

Scroggs and Fox, 1992; Shin et al., 2003). These chan-

nels are activated by weak depolarizations near resting 

potential and act as effi cient tuners of cell excitability 

(Huguenard, 1996). The pivotal role of ICaT in nocicep-

tion has been inferred previously (Dogrul et al., 2003) 

and recently confi rmed by antisense knocking-down 

strategies (Bourinet et al., 2005).

Correspondence to Patrick Delmas: delmas.p@jean-roche.univ-mrs.fr

Abbreviations used in this paper: D-hair, Down-hair; DRG, dorsal root 
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Given that the expression of LVA currents has a 

unique impact on neuronal excitability, it is of great in-

terest to know which DRG cell subpopulations express a 

combination of NaN/Nav1.9 and ICaT channels. Using 

pharmacological discriminating tools, we have broken 

down LVA currents and provided a thorough descrip-

tion of the specifi c contribution of NaN/Nav1.9 and 

ICaT complements in over 350 DRG neurons. To better 

characterize DRG cell subpopulations, we combined 

this approach with the measurement of cell size, capsa-

icin sensitivity, and characterization of mechanically 

 activated cation currents. Reliance on identifi cation of 

DRG cell populations from the presence of these differ-

ent channels has the potential to provide criteria by 

which nociceptive and nonnociceptive subpopulations 

might be distinguished. Based on these current signa-

tures, DRG cells were classifi ed into fi ve main, internally 

uniform subgroups, each expressing a unique combina-

tion of LVA and sensory channels. Our study therefore 

provides a characteristic fi ngerprint of LVA-channels’ 

activity in DRG nociceptors and mechanoreceptors, 

which may aid in the understanding of their physiologi-

cal function.

M AT E R I A L S  A N D  M E T H O D S

DRG Cell Cultures
Young rats (male Wistars, 120–130 g) were anesthetized with halo-
thane and killed by severing of the carotid arteries in accordance 
with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Cul-
tures of DRG neurons were established from thoraco-lumbar 
DRGs excised and freed from their connective tissue sheaths. 
They were incubated in enzyme solution containing 2 mg/ml of 
collagenase IA (GIBCO BRL) for 45 min at 37°C and triturated in 
Hanks’ medium (GIBCO BRL). The resulting suspension was 
plated in Nunclon dishes. Culture medium was Dulbecco’s modi-
fi ed Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat-inac-
tivated FCS, 100 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin, 2 mM l-glutamine, 
25 ng/ml nerve growth factor (NGF), and 2 ng/ml glial-derived 
neurotrophic factor (GDNF) (all from GIBCO BRL). Neurons 
were recorded within 4–12 h after plating. Care and use of rats 
were in accordance with institutional guidelines.

Whole-Cell Patch-Clamp Recording
Patch pipettes had resistance of 2–3 MΩ when fi lled with an inter-
nal solution consisting of (in mM) 100 CsCl, 30 CsF, 10 HEPES, 10 
EGTA, 8 NaCl, 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 4 MgATP, and 0.4 Na2GTP (pH 
adjusted to 7.3, 304 mOsm). In some recordings of large DRG 
neurons, CsF was substituted by CsCl. The use of internal fl uoride 
facilitates inhibition of high voltage–activated (HVA) Ca2+ cur-
rents (Kostyuk et al., 1975; Akaike et al., 1989; Herrington and 
Lingle, 1992; Todorovic and Lingle, 1998) and helps to reveal 
NaN/Nav1.9 currents (Coste et al., 2004; Maruyama et al., 2004). 
Thus, for all experiments, once the whole-cell confi guration had 
been attained, currents were allowed to stabilize for 
5 min be-
fore beginning recordings. Cells for which currents continued to 
fl uctuate after this time were not recorded further.

The extracellular solution consisted of (in mM) 60 NaCl, 110 
sucrose, 3 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 2.5 CaCl2, 10 glucose, 10 
TEA-Cl, 0.0005 TTX (pH 7.3, 296 mOsm). The “low sodium” ex-
ternal solution was achieved by isoosmotically substituting NaCl 

by sucrose but still contained 2 mM Na+. This was done to pre-
vent changes in intracellular [Ca2+] that might result from the 
reversing of the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger. Whole-cell currents were 
measured with an Axopatch 200B amplifi er (Axon Instruments 
Inc.), fi ltered at 1–2 kHz (four-pole Bessel fi lter), and sampled 
at a rate fi ve times the fi lter frequency. Otherwise noticed, cur-
rents were leak subtracted using a P/6 protocol as previously 
 described (Delmas et al., 2000; Coste et al., 2004). Voltage errors 
were minimized using 70–85% series resistance compensation. 
The access resistance ranged between 4 and 7 MΩ. Cell capaci-
tance was estimated from the time constant of the decay phase of 
a current transient elicited by a 10-mV hyperpolarizing step from 
a holding potential of −100 mV. All experiments were done at 
room temperature.

Mechanical Stimulation
After electrophysiological characterization of DRG neurons in 
whole-cell recording mode, the cell was subjected to incremental 
mechanical stimulation. Mechanical stimulation was achieved us-
ing a fi re-polished glass pipette (tip diameter 3–4 μm) positioned 
at an angle of 60° to the cell being recorded. Downward move-
ment of the probe toward the cell was driven by a PClamp-
 controlled piezo-electric crystal microstage (Step Driver PZ-100; 
Burleigh). The probe was typically positioned 2 μm from the cell 
body. This distance probe-cell was then subtracted from the total 
distance travelled by the probe, thereby defi ning the actual stimu-
lus intensity. The probe had a velocity of 200 μm/s during the 
ramp segment of the command for forward motion and the stim-
ulus was applied for 100–200 ms. To assess the mechanical sensi-
tivity of a cell, a series of mechanical steps in 1–2-μm increments 
were applied every 15 s, which allowed full recovery of most mech-
anosensitive currents.

Cell Classifi cation
Our approach to neuronal identifi cation of rat DRG neurons 
draws on previous studies (Cardenas et al., 1995; Djouhri et al., 
1998; Petruska et al., 2000; Petruska et al., 2002). Although the as-
sociation between DRG cell classes in vitro and in vivo remains 
speculative, our classifi cation scheme was based on the notion 
that functionally uniform cell populations can be identifi ed by 
their repertoire of ion channels. Cells were classifi ed according to 
fi ve cluster variables, namely, peak amplitude (normalized for cell 
size, pA/pF) of NaN/Nav1.9, SNS/Nav1.8, amiloride-sensitive 
and amiloride-resistant ICaT, and cell capacitance (pF). For clus-
tering, we used a nonhierarchical method based on a K-means 
 algorithm (Anderberg, 1973) and a Euclidean distance measure 
was used to calculate how close each cell is to the target group. 
The analysis was repeated for a number of clusters varying from 
1 to 15, and the optimal number of clusters was determined using 
the cubic clustering criterion statistics. Based on these cluster 
variables, fi ve groups of cells could be classifi ed into distinct, but 
internally homogeneous, subpopulations. To determine whether 
these groups had predictive validity, we examined whether each 
cell cluster was homogeneous with respect to sensory modalities, 
including properties of mechanosensitive currents and respon-
siveness to capsaicin. To obtain the entire battery of characteris-
tics, we recorded cells for 
60–90 min. Note that the presence of 
other, mostly heterogeneous, groups of DRG cells (
15% of the 
total sampling) suggests the existence of additional types of neu-
rons that occur less frequently. Because of the paucity of data on 
these cells, they were not included in this study.

The DRG cells from which we recorded had properties consis-
tent with nociceptors, Down-hair (D-hair) cells, and Aα/β cells. 
Cells classifi ed as nociceptors have small (C-type, 14–40 pF) or 
medium (Aδ-type, 35–70 pF) diameters, are sensitive to capsaicin, 
and/or express Nav1.9/NaN current (Fang et al., 2002; 2006). 
D-hair cells have medium size (39–65 pF) and very distinctive 
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ICaT (Shin et al., 2003; Dubreuil et al., 2004), whereas Aα/β cells 
have large diameters (70–105 pF).

Drug Application and Chemicals
Extracellular media were exchanged using a gravity-fed bath per-
fusion system at a fl ow rate of 10 ml/min, while bath solution was 
removed by continuous suction. The volume of fl uid in the re-
cording chamber was 1 ml, allowing the exchange of bathing so-
lution within 6–8 s. Recycling was used to reduce the amount of 
TTX used. Block of currents, irrespective of the channel types ex-
amined, was estimated as inhibition of peak currents during 100-ms 
test pulses from a holding potential of −100 mV at a frequency 
of 0.2–0.33 Hz. For concentration–response studies, increasing 
concentrations of blockers were applied sequentially while stimu-
lation of the cell was continued at 0.2–0.33 Hz until the response 
for a given concentration reached a plateau. This procedure was 
performed 5–8 min from rupturing the patch before any run-
down of NaN/Nav1.9 current could occur. SNS/Nav1.8 and ICaT 
were not susceptible to substantial rundown.

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, except TTX 
(Alomone Labs). Stock solutions of TTX (0.1 mM), mibefradil 
(5 mM), Ni2+, La3+, and Cd2+ (100 mM) were prepared in water. 
A stock solution of 1 M amiloride was made by dissolving amiloride 
hydrochloride in DMSO. The maximum concentration of DMSO 
in the superfusate for these experiments was 0.3%, which was de-
termined to have no effects on DRG currents in control experi-
ments. A stock solution of 50 mM capsaicin was prepared in 100% 
ethanol. The maximum concentration of ethanol in the super-
fusate was 0.002%, which had no apparent effects on current 
properties. Our attempt to reduce external Ca2+ ion concentra-
tions to 
0–10 μM (while increasing Mg2+ to 5–8 mM) in order 
to suppress Ca2+ currents led to seal instability and made DRG 
cells unhealthy (see also Rush et al., 1998). This made routine experi-
ments with nominally Ca2+-free solutions virtually impossible, es-
pecially because more than 1–2 h recording was typically required 
in order to characterize electrophysiologically and pharmacologi-
cally the cells under investigation.

Data and Statistical Analysis
PCLAMP 8.02 (Axon Instruments Inc.) and PRISM 4.0 (Graph-
Pad) software suites were used to perform linear and nonlinear 
fi tting of data. We refer to LVA currents as currents activating at 
voltages more negative than −55 mV. Current density of NaN/
Nav1.9 was measured between −55 and −65 mV where SNS/
Nav1.8 was absent. Amplitude of SNS/Nav1.8 current was esti-
mated using a 2-s conditioning prepulse to −50 mV before test 
depolarization, to inactivate the NaN/Nav1.9 current, leaving 
the SNS/Nav1.8 current almost intact (Cummins et al., 1999). 
Conductance–voltage curves were calculated from the peak current 
according to the equation G = I/(V − Erev), where V is the test 
pulse potential and Erev the reversal potential calculated according 
to the Nernst equation. The activation curve (G-V) was fi tted using 
the Boltzmann function: G/Gmax = 1/(1 + exp[(V1/2 − V)/k]), 
where G/Gmax is the normalized conductance, V1/2 is the poten-
tial of half-maximum channel activation, and k is the steep-
ness factor. NaN/Nav1.9 I-V curves were fi tted with a curve 
according to: INaN(V) = Gmax(V – Erev)/{1 + exp[(V1/2 – V)/k]}, 
where INaN(V) is the peak current in response to the test depolar-
izing potential. The time courses of inactivation and tail currents 
were fi tted to exponentials using the Chebyshev nonlinear least-
square fi tting procedure. The concentration–inhibition curves 
for channel blockers were fi tted with the Hill equation of the 
form Y = Ymax[blocker]nH/(IC50

nH + [blocker]nH), where Y is the 
percentage inhibition (e.g., 100 * I/I[blocker]=0), IC50 the blocker 
concentration that produces half-maximal inhibition, and nH the 
Hill coeffi cient. Results are presented as mean ± SEM (or mean 
± SD when indicated), and n represents the number of cells 

 examined. Statistical comparisons were analyzed using Student’s 
t test or ANOVA. P < 0.05 was considered statistically signifi cant.

Online Supplemental Material
Fig. S1 (available online at http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/
full/jgp.200609665/DC1) shows the effect of amiloride on SNS/
Nav1.8 and NaN/Nav1.9 currents in the presence of 30 μM La3+ 
(to block Ca2+ currents). Voltage-clamp whole-cell recordings 
were made using the CsF-based internal solution as described in 
the whole-cell patch-clamp recording method section.

R E S U LT S

Heterogeneity of LVA Currents in DRG Neurons 
As Revealed by Variable Sensitivities to Cadmium
Low voltage–activated (LVA) inward currents were stud-

ied from 367 cells of acutely dissociated rat DRGs, using 

physiological Ca2+ concentrations ([Ca2+]o = 2.5 mM) 

and reduced driving force for Na+ ([Na+]o = 60 mM). 

Under these conditions, the neurons were electrically 

compact and amenable to careful voltage-clamp. With 

TTX (500 nM) in the bathing solution, depolarizing 

pulses from a holding potential of −100 mV evoked LVA 

inward currents in the vast majority (338 out of 367) of 

neurons recorded irrespective of their cell body diameter. 

Fig. 1 A gives examples of LVA currents recorded in 

four different DRG neurons, which activated roughly 

between −80 and −70 mV and were distinguishable at 

fi rst glance by their inactivation kinetics. Fig. 1 A (a and d) 

shows uniform slowly activating LVA currents with either 

very modest or almost complete inactivation during 

100-ms step depolarization, respectively. These two sam-

ples represent prototypical LVA currents, which we pre-

dict to be mediated by NaN/Nav1.9 (Fig. 1 A, a) and 

T-type Ca2+ channels (Fig. 1 A, d).

However, in most small- and medium-sized DRG 

neurons, LVA currents were more complex, exhibiting 

more or less pronounced inactivation. Hereafter we 

 refer to these currents as mixed-LVA currents, with the 

presumption that they are generated by different classes 

of channels. Fig. 1 A (b and c) illustrates two of such 

LVA currents in small-diameter DRG neurons (25 and 

21 pF, respectively), which had very similar thresholds 

of activation but distinct inactivation kinetics. We postu-

lated that these mixed kinetics of inactivation might 

 refl ect differential contribution of Ca2+ and Na+ 

components to LVA currents. Because Ca2+ current 

components could not be eliminated using Ca2+-free 

bathing solutions due to experimental instability (see 

Materials and methods), we fi rst attempted to dissect 

LVA currents using cadmium (Cd2+), a nonselective 

Ca2+ channel blocker. Classically, Cd2+ ions are consid-

ered to preferentially block Ca2+ channels over Na+ 

channels. However, there is now good evidence that 

Cd2+ is also a blocker of TTX-R Na+ currents (Visentin 

et al., 1990; Backx et al., 1992; Sheets and Hanck, 1992; 

Kuo et al., 2002; Leffl er et al., 2005).
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Effects of Cd2+ on a sample mixed-LVA current evoked 

by a step depolarization to −60 mV in a small DRG neu-

ron is shown in Fig. 1 B. External Cd2+ reduced the peak 

LVA current in a dose-dependent fashion, with marked 

effects on both the timing of the peak current and the 

decaying kinetics of the current. Isolation of LVA cur-

rent components blocked by Cd2+ shows that low con-

centrations of Cd2+ (30 μM) preferentially abolished 

a rapidly inactivating current, while slightly higher con-

centrations suppressed a “persistent” current. These 

fi ndings may be explained if the total LVA current were 

comprised of multiple components, showing different 

sensitivity to Cd2+ and distinct inactivating time course. 

This heterogeneity is further illustrated in Fig. 1 C, 

which depicts the concentration dependency of Cd2+ 

block of LVA currents in small- sized DRG neurons dem-

onstrating mixed kinetics. Cd2+ was able to produce to-

tal inhibition of LVA currents measured isochronally at 

20 ms, although with variable potencies. This large varia-

tion in IC50 from 17 to 200 μM and Hill coeffi cients from 

0.8 to 1.56 clearly indicated some deviation from one-to-

one binding curves in most cells, suggestive of channel 

heterogeneity (e.g., multiple Cd2+ binding sites). To 

confi rm that Cd2+ inhibited distinct LVA current com-

ponents with different inactivation kinetics, plot of the 

relative current against Cd2+ concentration was deter-

mined isochronally at 95 ms after the onset of the test 

pulse, where “persistent” currents predominate. Using 

this procedure, data points could be reasonably well fi t-

ted by a one-to-one binding curve, giving IC50 ranging 

from 149 to 381 μM and cooperativity coeffi cients rang-

ing from 1.05 to 1.2 (Fig. 1 C, ○). These observations 

Figure 1. Heterogeneity of low-
threshold inward currents in 
DRG neurons. (A) Families of 
current traces elicited in small- 
(a–c) and medium- (d) diameter 
DRG neurons by 100-ms depolar-
izations. Currents were evoked by 
stepping from −80 to −45 mV 
in 2.5- or 5-mV increments from 
a holding potential of −100 mV. 
Note the difference in inac-
tivation kinetics of these LVA 
currents. Membrane capacitance 
is indicated for each cell. (B) 
Block of mixed LVA current by 
increasing concentrations of 
Cd2+ (0–1000 μM, as indicated) 
in a small DRG neuron (27 pF). 
The bottom panel shows peak-
normalized difference currents 
determined as indicated. (C) 
Cadmium block of mixed LVA 
currents in small-sized DRG neu-
rons (15–29 pF, n = 6) deter-
mined isochronally 20 or 95 ms 
after the onset of the test pulse 
(inset). Data were obtained with 
a 100-ms test pulse to −60 mV 
from a holding potential of −100 
mV once every 5 s and normal-
ized to current amplitude ob-
tained before application of 
drug. Data points were plotted 
against [Cd2+] in semilogarith-
mic scale and best fi t to single 
site binding curves (solid and 
dashed lines). IC50 ranged from 
13 to 200 μM (nH = 0.8–1.56) 
and from 149 to 381 μM (nH = 
1.05–1.2) when determined at 
t = 20 and t = 95 ms, respec-
tively. Mean IC50 values obtained 
at t = 20 and t = 95 ms were 
44 ± 11 and 240 ± 35 μM, which 
were signifi cantly different (P < 
0.005; two-tailed unpaired t test).
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prompted us to suggest that the inactivating component 

of LVA currents with the higher sensitivity to Cd2+ re-

fl ects the contribution of ICaT, whereas the persistent 

component, which appeared to be slightly less sensitive 

to Cd2+, is likely to arise from NaN/Nav1.9 channels.

Amiloride Blocks T-type Ca2+ Currents 
but Not NaN/Nav1.9 Current
Because NaN/Nav1.9 and ICaT cannot be distinguished 

by their sensitivity to cadmium, we examined some or-

ganic agents reported to be effective in inhibiting ICaT 

and that act via a locus independent of the metal cation 

binding site. One of these agents is the pyrazinecarbox-

amide diuretic amiloride, which was reported to po-

tently inhibit ICaT in various systems (Fox et al., 1987; 

Tang et al., 1988; Scroggs and Fox, 1992; Todorovic and 

Lingle, 1998). Fig. 2 A illustrates the effects of 1 mM 

amiloride on LVA currents evoked at −55 mV (a volt-

age at which SNS/Nav1.8 is absent) in both small- and 

medium-sized DRG neurons. The 1 mM amiloride con-

centration blocked about half of the mixed-LVA current 

in the small DRG neuron. Only the component of peak 

current with fast inactivation, which could be attribut-

able to ICaT, was suppressed by amiloride, leaving the 

steady-state current, attributable to NaN/Nav1.9, largely 

unchanged (measured at T = 95 ms). These effects 

were observed in additional 49 small-sized DRG neurons. 

The digitally subtracted amiloride-sensitive currents in 

small DRG neurons had kinetics similar to those blocked 

by amiloride in medium diameter putative D-hair cells, 

in which large ICaT, recently identifi ed as Cav3.2, 

 predominates (Shin et al., 2003; Dubreuil et al., 2004) 

(Fig. 2 A, b and c).

The effectiveness and selectivity of amiloride in achiev-

ing inhibition of ICaT but not NaN/Nav1.9 was further 

tested by comparing effects of amiloride applied succes-

sively at 1 and 3 mM (Fig. 2, B and C). In this set of 

 experiments, a two-pulse protocol was used to observe 

inactivating and persistent LVA currents in relative 

isolation. An initial prepulse to –50 mV activated mixed-

LVA currents, but resulted in complete inactivation of 

presumptive ICaT, leaving only persistent NaN/Nav1.9 to 

be available for activation in the closely timed second test 

pulse. Here again, amiloride blocked the inactivating 

current component but had negligible effects on the 

persistent component. The currents in 3 mM amiloride 

Figure 2. Amiloride blocks low-threshold T-type 
Ca2+ current but spares NaN/Nav1.9 current. (A) 
Inhibition of LVA currents by amiloride (1 mM) in 
a small DRG neuron (34 pF, a) and in a medium-
diameter D-hair cell (50 pF, b). Currents were 
evoked by a depolarizing step to −55 mV from a 
holding of −100 mV and amiloride inhibition is 
shown at steady state. (A, c) Superimposed 
amiloride-sensitive LVA currents (difference cur-
rents) obtained in the corresponding small- and 
medium-diameter DRG neurons as indicated. 
Traces are scaled for comparison. (B) LVA currents 
evoked by a double-pulse voltage protocol in the 
absence and presence of 3 mM amiloride in a small 
DRG neuron (23 pF). The voltage protocol con-
sisted of two 100-ms depolarizing steps to −50 mV, 
separated by a 4-ms interpulse to −100 mV, which 
was short enough to prevent repriming of T-type 
Ca2+ channels. (C) Amplitude of LVA currents 
plotted as a function of time for the corresponding 
cell shown in B. The horizontal bars indicate the 
time and duration of application of amiloride. The 
DRG neuron was stimulated every 3 s by the use of 
the double-pulse protocol as in B.
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showed no greater degree of block, suggesting that 

1 mM amiloride was suffi cient to yield a saturating block.

We then explored the effects of amiloride on SNS/

Nav1.8 currents recorded in small DRG neurons (22–30 

pF) in which SNS was predominant. It was apparent 

that SNS/Nav1.8 currents were largely insensitive to 

amiloride. In some instances, SNS/Nav1.8 peak current 

was slightly decreased by 5–10% by 1 mM amiloride 

(Fig. S1 A, available at http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/

full/jgp.200609665/DC1). However, this apparent 

 inhibition could be due to a possible contamination 

arising from block of residual HVA Ca2+ currents by 

amiloride (i.e., not blocked by our F−-containing pi-

pette solution; see Materials and methods). For this 

 reason, subsequent experiments designed to test the 

sensitivity of SNS/Nav1.8 currents to amiloride were 

performed in the presence of La3+, one of the most 

powerful blockers of Ca2+ channels. Fig. S1 B shows an 

experiment in a small-diameter DRG neuron (24 pF) in 

the presence of 30 μM La3+ (i.e., 
30 times the IC50 for 

most Ca2+ channels). Once currents were equilibrated 

in the La3+-containing solution, subsequent super-

fusion of amiloride in the continued presence of La3+ 

produced no further block of SNS/Nav1.8 current at 

1 mM and 
20% block at 3 mM (Fig. S1, B and C). 

 Collectively, these data demonstrate that amiloride at 

1 mM had negligible effects on TTX-R Na+ currents.

Pharmacology of NaN/Nav1.9 Current
We next sought to characterize NaN/Nav1.9 currents 

pharmacologically, using amiloride as a discriminating 

tool. This analysis was performed in DRG neurons in 

which only NaN/Nav1.9 current contributed to LVA 

currents in the presence of amiloride, as tested in each 

cell by substituting normal external solution with a low 

Na+ solution (still containing 2.5 mM Ca2+, which was 

required for stable long-lasting recordings). We will see 

below that some DRG cell populations also expressed 

amiloride-resistant T-type Ca2+ currents.

Mibefradil, a Preferential T-type Ca2+ Channel Antagonist, 
Blocks NaN/Nav1.9 as well as Nav1.8 Current
We were also interested in examining the response of 

NaN/Nav1.9 current to mibefradil, a tetralol derivative 

chemically distinct from other ICaT antagonists, which is 

known to block all three Cav3 channels with equal po-

tency (EC50, 1–3 μM; Martin et al., 2000) and to cause 

mechanical and thermal antinociception (Todorovic 

et al., 2002; Dogrul et al., 2003). To study block by mibe-

fradil, we held cells at suffi ciently negative potential (Vh = 

−100 mV) at which a substantial proportion of NaN/

Nav1.9 channels were not slow inactivated (Coste et al., 

2004). Fig. 3 A shows the effects of mibefradil on the 

NaN/Nav1.9 current in a small-sized DRG neuron 

(21 pF) under conditions where ICaT was blocked by 1 mM 

Figure 3. Mibefradil block of NaN/Nav1.9 and 
SNS/Nav1.8 currents in small DRG neurons. 
(A) Inhibition of normalized NaN/Nav1.9 current 
by mibefradil (5 μM) in small DRG neurons. The 
cells were held at −100 mV and depolarized to 
−55 mV at 0.2 (●) or 0.5 Hz (○). Smooth curves 
show single exponential fi ts with time constants as 
indicated. Insert shows mibefradil inhibition of 
NaN/Nav1.9 current evoked at 0.5 Hz; for clarity’s 
sake, only 1 trace every 10 s is shown. Mean time 
constants for mibefradil block were 49 ± 6 and 
112 ± 7 s at 0.5 and 0.2 Hz, respectively (n = 6; 
P < 0.05). (B) Concentration–inhibition curve for 
mibefradil in small DRG neurons (18–27 pF). 
Mibefradil was cumulatively applied at increasing 
concentrations (1–30 μM) for the time necessary 
to approach equilibrium at 1 Hz. Hill equation was 
used to fi t data and yielded an IC50 value of 5.15 ± 
0.5 μM (nH = 1.2). Each data point is the mean ± 
SEM of 11 observations. The insert shows superim-
posed NaN/Nav1.9 current in the absence or pres-
ence of increasing concentrations of mibefradil 
(3–30 μM). (C) Inhibition of SNS/Nav1.8 current 
by 10 μM mibefradil in a small DRG neuron 
(29 pF) in which SNS/Nav1.8 predominates. Cur-
rents were evoked by depolarizing voltage steps to 
0 mV from a holding potential of −100 mV once 
every 2 s (0.5 Hz). For clarity, only one trace every 
10 s is shown. Inset, expanded time scale. (D) Peak 
SNS/Nav1.8 current was plotted against time for 
the corresponding cell in C. All experiments were 
made in the presence of amiloride (1 mM).
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amiloride. The cell was depolarized to −50 mV, once 

 every 2 or 5 s until current magnitude in mibefradil 

 stabilized. Mibefradil blocked NaN/Nav1.9 channels in a 

use/frequency-dependent manner, suggesting preferen-

tial binding to inactivated state(s), as previously reported 

by some investigators for other channels (Todorovic and 

Lingle, 1998; Martin et al., 2000; McNulty and Hanck, 

2004). Dose–response curves determined using increas-

ing concentrations of mibefradil in 11 small DRG neu-

rons stimulated at 1 Hz yielded an IC50 of 5.15 ± 0.5 μM 

(nH = 1.2) (Fig. 3 B). Mibefradil also inhibited Nav1.8/

SNS currents in a use-dependent fashion, producing full 

inhibition at 10 μM (0.5 Hz; Fig. 3, C and D). Block of 

NaN/Nav1.9 and Nav1.8/SNS by mibefradil was revers-

ible within 
20 min (unpublished data).

Sensitivity of NaN/Nav1.9 Current to the Inorganic 
Ca2+ Channel Blockers
Cadmium. NaN/Nav1.9 currents were isolated by con-

tinuous superfusion with 1–3 mM amiloride. As illus-

trated in Fig. 4 A (a), Cd2+ reduced NaN/Nav1.9 currents 

evoked at a test potential of −60 mV in a dose-depen-

dent manner over the range of 30 to 3,000 μM. It should 

be noted that currents blocked by Cd2+ lacked any hint 

of the decaying kinetics that characterizes ICaT, as would 

be expected if some Ca2+ currents were left unblocked 

in the presence of amiloride. We went on to compare 

Cd2+ block of NaN/Nav1.9 current in small neurons to 

block of ICaT recorded in D-hair mechanoreceptors, 

which lacked NaN/Nav1.9 (Fig. 4 A, b) (Fang et al., 

2006). The concentration dependence of Cd2+ block of 

normalized currents determined from 11 small DRG 

neurons and 8 medium-sized D-hair cells conformed to 

one-to-one dose–response relationships with half-

blocking concentrations of 233 ± 5 and 28 ± 2 μM, re-

spectively (Fig. 4 B). Blockade of NaN/Nav1.9 by Cd2+ 

was fully reversible within 5 min. In addition to blocking 

NaN/Nav1.9 current, Cd2+ appeared to shift the I-V 

curves to more depolarized potentials, without notice-

able effect on reversal membrane potential. This trend 

was more obvious with high concentrations of Cd2+ and 

can be clearly seen when the currents are normalized to 

Figure 4. Cadmium block of NaN/Nav1.9 in 
small DRG neurons. (A) Typical response to in-
creasing concentrations of CdCl2 in a small DRG 
neuron (26 pF, a) and in a medium-diameter 
D-hair cell (40 pF, b). Test pulses to −60 mV from 
a holding potential of −100 mV were delivered 
every 5 s. Note that amiloride (1 mM) was present 
throughout in A (a) in order to suppress T-type 
Ca2+ currents. (B) Dose–response analysis of 
Cd2+ block of NaN/Nav1.9 in small DRG neurons 
(○) and LVA currents (carried primarily by ICaT) 
in medium-sized D-hair cells (●). Data were ob-
tained with a 100-ms test pulse to −60 mV from a 
holding potential of −100 mV once every 5 s and 
normalized to peak current amplitudes measured 
before application of CdCl2 (inset). Solid lines 
are the best least-square fi ts to single binding site 
equation. Calculated IC50 values are 233 ± 5 μM 
(nH = 1.1) for NaN/Nav1.9 and 28 ± 2 μM (nH = 
0.81) for ICaT. 8–11 cells per point. (C) Same cell 
as in A (a). Peak currents were plotted as a func-
tion of potential in control condition (0 μM Cd2+ 
+ 1 mM amiloride) and in the presence of 30, 
100, 300, and 1,000 μM Cd2+, added cumula-
tively. Smooth curves represent modifi ed 
Boltzmann fi ts, giving V1/2 and slope factors of 
−59.5 and 4.5 mV (○), −58.8 and 4.6 mV (●), 
−56.6 and 4.4 mV (▲), −53.1 and 4.6 mV (▼), 
and −49 and 6.3 mV (◆). The dashed line rep-
resents the data obtained in the presence of 
1,000 μM Cd2+ normalized to the maximum peak 
current. Top panel, the percentage block by 100 
and 1,000 μM Cd2+ was calculated and plotted 
for each potential.
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the maximum current observed in the absence of Cd2+ 

(Fig. 4 C). Boltzmann curve was shifted 10 mV more 

positive in the presence of 1,000 μM Cd2+ relative to 

control: (V1/2 of −59.5 versus −49 mV, respectively). The 

degree of block for [Cd2+] above and below the IC50 was 

essentially voltage independent over the potentials 

tested (Fig. 4 C, top), indicating little intrinsic voltage 

dependence of Cd2+ block. This suggests that Cd2+ block 

of NaN/Nav1.9 resulted from concurrent pore block-

ade and antagonism of activation, a mechanism remi-

niscent to that of block of SNS/Nav1.8 current by 

multivalent cations (Kuo et al., 2004).

Lanthanum and Nickel. La3+ and Ni2+, two classical inor-

ganic Ca2+ channel blockers, were also tested for ability 

to block NaN/Nav1.9 current in DRG cells (Fig. 5). Cur-

rents recorded in amiloride-containing solution were 

elicited by stepping to −50 or −55 mV and exposed to 

increasing concentrations of La3+ (Fig. 5 A) or Ni2+ (Fig. 

5 B), respectively. The time courses of blockade of 

NaN/Nav1.9 current are also illustrated (Fig. 5, C and D). 

The dose dependence of La3+ and Ni2+ blocks did not 

show major deviation from one-to-one permeation 

block, with Hill coeffi cients of 0.96 and 0.91, respec-

tively. The affi nities of La3+ and Ni2+ for NaN/Nav1.9 

channels spanned more than one order of magnitude, 

with La3+ being the most effective blocker (IC50 = 45.8 ± 

3 μM) while Ni2+ possesses a 20-fold lower affi nity (892.7 ± 

8 μM). Although not tested systematically, inhibitions 

of peak NaN/Nav1.9 current by both cations showed lit-

tle dependence over the potentials (unpublished data), 

suggestive that, just like Cd2+, the blocking effects had 

little intrinsic voltage dependence.

Properties of NaN/Nav1.9 and T-type Ca2+ Currents 
Distinguish Three Subpopulations of Nociceptive Cells
We have devised a classifi cation scheme for the DRG 

cells we recorded based on the notion that functionally 

uniform cell populations can be identifi ed by their rep-

ertoire of ion channels. Cells were classifi ed according 

to fi ve cluster variables, namely, cell capacitance (pF) 

and peak amplitude (normalized for cell size, pA/pF) 

of NaN/Nav1.9, SNS/Nav1.8, amiloride-sensitive ICaT, 

and amiloride- and Ni2+-resistant ICaT. We then exam-

ined whether each cell cluster was homogeneous with 

respect to mechanoreactivity and capsaicin sensitivity.

Type-I (C-I) and Type-II (C-II) C-nociceptive Cells. DRG neu-

rons were fi rst assigned to C-nociceptive cells on the 

basis of their small cell membrane capacitance (14 pF < 

Cm < 40 pF, n = 78) and the presence of NaN/Nav1.9 

current, a marker of nociceptive cells (Benn et al., 

2001; Fang et al., 2002). These C-type cells could be 

readily classifi ed into two distinct, but internally homo-

geneous, subsets of nociceptive cells with very uniform 

NaN/Nav1.9 and SNS/Nav1.8 currents but very differ-

ent ICaT signatures. Cells clustering in C-I type made up 

65% of C-nociceptors (Cm = 32 ± 2 pF, range from 25 to 

40 pF, n = 51/78) and displayed peak current densities 

for NaN/Nav1.9 and SNS/Nav1.8 of 12 ± 3 and 36 ± 4 

pA/pF, respectively. A representative example of a cell 

(25 pF) clustered in this subgroup is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

C-I type nociceptive cells exhibited an amiloride-sensitive 

ICaT, which had a mean peak current density of 6.7 ± 

1.1 pA/pF and a half-maximal activation (V1/2) of −65 ± 

1.5 mV (Fig. 6, A–D). This current was fully blocked by 

low micromolar concentrations of La3+ (10 μM) and 

Ni2+ (50 μM; IC50 = 28 μM) (unpublished data). In this 

category of cells, 1 mM amiloride entirely blocked ICaT, 

as no LVA currents were left in the presence of low Na+ 

(2 mM) external solution (Fig. 6, B and C). NaN/Nav1.9 

Figure 5. Block of NaN/Nav1.9 in small DRG neurons by lantha-
num and nickel. (A and B) Superimposed are NaN/Nav1.9 cur-
rents evoked by depolarizing voltage steps to −55 or −50 mV 
from a holding potential of −100 mV in the presence of increas-
ing concentrations of La3+ (3–3,000 μM) (A) or Ni2+ (100–3,000 
μM) (B). (C and D) Peak NaN/Nav1.9 currents plotted against 
time in the presence of increasing concentrations of La3+ (C) and 
Ni2+ (D). The horizontal bars indicate the time and duration 
of the drug application. (E and F) Cumulative concentration–
 inhibition curves for La3+ (E) and Ni2+ (F). Hill equation was 
used to fi t data points. IC50 values were 45.8 ± 3 μM (nH = 0.96) 
for La3+ and 892 ± 8 μM (nH = 0.91) for Ni2+. Each data point is 
the mean ± SEM of 7–12 observations. All experiments were 
made in the presence of amiloride (1 mM). 
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currents characterized in these cells using Na+ ion sub-

stitution had a mean V1/2 of −58.5 ± 1 mV (Fig. 6 D). 

82% (42/51) of C-I type cells responded to capsaicin 

(1 μM), another marker of nociceptive function 

(Caterina and Julius, 2001), with a mean inward cur-

rent of −710 ± 25 pA (Fig. 6 E; pooled data in Fig. 12 A 

and Fig. 13).

Cells clustering in the second group of C-nociceptive 

cells (C-II type cells) were signifi cantly (P < 0.05) 

smaller (Cm = 21 ± 1.5 pF, range from 14 to 28 pF). 

They were more rarely encountered and made up 35% 

of the C-cell population (n = 27/78). Note that these 

proportions are only indicative since they may vary 

 according to sampling bias and technical limitations 

(especially when recording small cells). This subset of 

cells exhibited peak current densities for NaN/Nav1.9 

and SNS/Nav1.8 (15.6 ± 4 pA/pF and 37.5 ± 6 pA/pF, 

respectively) that were not signifi cantly different from 

those of C-I type nociceptive cells, but had a fi vefold 

larger (35.7 ± 8 pA/pF) amiloride-sensitive ICaT (Figs. 

7, A–C). The amiloride-sensitive Ca2+ current in these 

cells had kinetics and voltage dependence essentially 

identical to C-I type nociceptive cells, with a V1/2 of −65 ± 

0.8 mV and a steepness factor of 4.4 ± 0.3 mV (Fig. 

7 F). In addition, these cells also expressed an ICaT resis-

tant to amiloride (mean peak current density of 5.5 ± 

2 pA/pF), as substituting external Na+ in the presence 

of amiloride did not abolish LVA currents (Fig. 7 Ab 

and C–F). The amiloride-resistant ICaT was fully blocked 

by 10 μM La3+ (Fig. 7, C and E) and, in contrast to the 

amiloride-sensitive ICaT, was only half-reduced by 260 μM 

Ni2+ (not depicted). This current had inactivation and 

Figure 6. LVA current signature 
of C-I type nociceptive cells. (A–C 
and E) Same cell. (A) Families 
of current traces elicited in a 
small DRG neuron (25 pF) in 
the absence or presence of 1 mM 
amiloride. Currents were evoked 
by 100-ms depolarizations by 
stepping from −80 to −10 mV 
in 5-mV increments from a hold-
ing potential of −100 mV. Note 
the marked demarcation be-
tween low- and high-threshold 
currents. Cluster analysis placed 
31 small cells into this category. 
(B) LVA currents evoked at 
−50 mV in control conditions 
and after sequential application 
of amiloride (1 mM) and 
amiloride-containing low Na+ 
solution (2 mM, Low Na+). The 
right panels show difference cur-
rents, isolating NaN/Nav1.9- and 
Ca2+-components of the total 
LVA current. (C) Peak current–
voltage relationships for the cor-
responding neuron illustrated in 
A, in the absence (Control) or 
presence of amiloride (1 mM) 
and after bath application of 
amiloride-containing low Na+ 
solution (Low Na+). (D) Rela-
tive conductances (G/Gmax) of 
the amiloride-sensitive ICaT (○) 
and NaN/Nav1.9 (△) were plot-
ted against membrane potential 
and fi tted to single Boltzmann 
functions. The inserts show 
 difference currents isolating the 
amiloride-sensitive ICaT and NaN/
Nav1.9. Half-activation voltages 
and slope factors were −65 ± 
1.5 and −58.5 ± 1 mV and 4 ± 

0.5 and 5.5 ± 0.6 mV, respectively. Note that NaN/Nav1.9 currents were isolated by isoosmotically substituting external Na+. Bars, 
100 pA. Each data point is the mean ± SEM of 11–14 cells. (E) Representative inward current evoked by the application of 1 μM capsa-
icin at the end of the experiment. 82% of these cells responded to exposure to capsaicin with a mean current of −710 ± 25 pA.
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deactivation time constants at −50 and −100 mV, re-

spectively 
2–3-fold slower than those of the amiloride-

sensitive ICaT (Fig. 7, C and D) and had a V1/2 for 

activation of −60 ± 1.2 mV (Fig. 7 F). 60% of C-II type–

classifi ed cells responded to capsaicin (1 μM) with rela-

tively small inward currents (−245 ± 15 pA) (Fig. 7 G; 

pooled data in Fig. 12 A and Fig. 13).

Medium-sized Nociceptive Cells. We identifi ed a third 

population of cells, which made up 
32% of the noci-

ceptive cell population (n = 37/115) and which on basis 

of their Cm (48 ± 3 pF, range 35–70 pF) fell mainly within 

the medium cell range, possibly corresponding to Aδ-

DRG cells. A representative medium-sized nociceptive 

cell is illustrated in Fig. 8. In this cell, LVA currents were 

composed of amiloride-sensitive ICaT and NaN/Nav1.9 

current, whereas no amiloride- resistant ICaT could be 

detected (Fig. 8, A and B). The predictive validity of this 

distribution was established by the homogeneity of these 

currents in these medium-sized cells. In a representa-

tive group of 37 neurons, mean peak current ampli-

tudes of NaN/Nav1.9 currents and amiloride-sensitive 

Figure 7. LVA current signature of C-II type nociceptive cells. (A–C, E, and G) Same cell. (A) Families of current traces elicited in a 
small DRG neuron (16 pF) in the absence or presence of 1 mM amiloride (A, a) and in amiloride-containing low Na+ solution (A, b). 
Currents were evoked by 100-ms depolarizations as indicated. Cluster analysis placed 27 small cells into this category. (B) Families of 
amiloride-sensitive ICaT derived from difference currents in A (a). Voltage protocol as in A (b). (C) Superimposed LVA currents evoked 
at −50 mV in control conditions (1) and after sequential application of amiloride (1 mM, 2), amiloride-containing low Na+ solution 
(Low Na+, 3), and 10 μM La3+ in amiloride-containing low Na+ solution (4). The bottom panel shows superimposed difference currents 
determined as indicated, isolating amiloride-sensitive ICaT (1–2), NaN/Nav1.9 (2–3), and amiloride-resistant ICaT (3–4, red trace). Note 
the moderate inactivation and slow tail currents of the amiloride-resistant ICaT. (D) Current traces of the amiloride-resistant ICaT showing 
relationships between test pulse duration and tail current amplitude and kinetics. Test pulses were evoked by 2.5-ms depolarization to 
−50 mV and the pulse duration was lengthened by 2.5 ms between each sweep. Red and blue traces illustrate currents evoked by 22.5- 
and 100-ms step duration. (E) Peak current–voltage relationships in the absence (Control) or presence of amiloride (1 mM) and after 
bath application of amiloride-containing low Na+ solution in the absence (Low Na+) or presence of La3+ (10 μM). (F) The relative 
 conductances (G/Gmax) of the amiloride-sensitive and amiloride-resistant ICaT were plotted against membrane potential and fi tted to 
single Boltzmann functions. V1/2 and slope factors were −65 ± 0.8 and −60 ± 1.2 mV and 4.4 ± 0.3 and 5.5 ± 0.5 mV, for amiloride-
 sensitive and amiloride-resistant ICaT, respectively. Each data point is the mean ± SEM of 9–11 cells. (G) Inward current evoked by the 
application of 1 μM capsaicin at the end of the experiment. 60% of these cells responded to exposure to capsaicin with a mean current 
of −245 ± 15 pA.
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ICaT were 37.2 ± 7 and 18.5 ± 4 pA/pF, respectively. 

Within this cell subset, SNS/Nav1.8 amplitudes were 

typically ≥5 nA (142 ± 20 pA/pF). The lack of amiloride-

resistant ICaT allowed us to precisely investigate the volt-

age dependence and kinetics of NaN/Nav1.9 current in 

these cells. Over the whole potential range tested, the 

inactivation kinetics of NaN/Nav1.9 current is slow (Fig. 

8 C) compared with that of the amiloride-sensitive ICaT, 

with an e-fold change in time constant per 19 and 13.5 

mV, respectively (not depicted). The exponential time 

constant for deactivation of NaN/Nav1.9 observed upon 

repolarization at −100 mV was 590 ± 5 μs, which is at 

least twofold faster than that of the amiloride-sensitive 

ICaT (1.3 ± 0.1 ms; Fig. 8 D). The amiloride-sensitive 

ICaT in Aδ-like nociceptive cells had a V1/2 of −65 ± 1 mV, 

and NaN/Nav1.9 current had a V1/2 of −58 ± 2 mV and 

a steepness factor of 5.3 ± 0.2 mV (Fig. 8 E), which is 

identical to NaN/Nav1.9 currents expressed in C-I and 

C-II type nociceptive cells. Most cells (75%) clustered 

in these Aδ-like cells had very large capsaicin-induced 

inward currents (−4150 ± 45 pA) (Fig. 8 F; pooled data 

in Fig. 12 A and Fig. 13).

High-Threshold Mechanically Activated Cation 
Currents Distinguish Different Subpopulations 
of NaN/Nav1.9-expressing Nociceptors
Many nociceptors are polymodal in nature, meaning 

that they can respond to both mechanical and thermal 

stimuli (Birder and Perl, 1994). To determine if the 

neuronal phenotypes we observed correlated with the 

properties of mechanically activated (MA) currents, 

cells clustered in C-I, C-II, and Aδ-like groups were 

tested for their ability to respond to focal mechanical 

stimulation. To assess the mechanical sensitivity of a cell, 

Figure 8. LVA current signature of medium noci-
ceptive cells. (A and B) Same cell. (A) Families of 
LVA current traces elicited in a medium-sized DRG 
neuron (42 pF) in the absence or presence of 1 mM 
amiloride and in amiloride-containing low Na+ solu-
tion. Currents were evoked by 100-ms depolariza-
tions by stepping from −90 to −50 mV in 5-mV 
increments from a holding potential of −100 mV. 
Cluster analysis placed 37 medium-sized DRG neu-
rons into this category. (B) Peak current–voltage re-
lationships (B, a) in the absence (Control, ○) or 
presence of amiloride (1 mM, ●) and after bath ap-
plication of amiloride-containing low Na+ solution 
(Low Na+, ◇). Inset, families of amiloride-sensitive 
ICaT (difference currents). Voltage protocol as in A. 
(B, b) Superimposed currents elicited by a 10-s ramp 
depolarization from −100 to +20 mV (rising rate 12 
mV s−1) in the presence of amiloride (1 mM) before 
(control) and after holding the cell at −60 mV for 
5 s in order to promote slow inactivation of NaN/
Nav1.9 (Slow inactivated). Leak currents were not 
subtracted in this recording. (C, D, and F) Same 
cell. (C) Families of NaN/Nav1.9 currents evoked by 
500-ms depolarizations in a medium-sized DRG neu-
ron (38 pF) in the presence of amiloride (1 mM). 
Note the slowly developing inactivation of the NaN/
Nav1.9 current at −50 mV (τ = 232 ms; 219 ± 7 ms, 
n = 12). (D) Superimposed NaN/Nav1.9 currents 
evoked at −50 mV showing relationships between 
test pulse duration and tail current amplitude and 
kinetics. The voltage pulse duration was varied from 
4 to 104 ms by 10-ms increments. Note the rapid de-
activation time course of NaN/Nav1.9. Time con-
stants obtained from fi tting single exponentials to 
data points are indicated (fi ltering frequency, 5 kHz). 
1 mM amiloride throughout. (E) The relative 
 conductances (G/Gmax) of NaN/Nav1.9 (△) and 
amiloride-sensitive ICaT (○) were plotted against 
membrane potential and fi tted to single Boltzmann 
functions. V1/2 and slope factors were −58 ± 2 
and −65 ± 1.2 mV and 5.3 ± 0.2 and 4.1 ± 0.2 mV, 
for NaN/Nav1.9 and amiloride-sensitive ICaT, 

respectively. Each data point is the mean ± SEM of 7–10 cells. (F) Inward current evoked by the application of 1 μM capsaicin at the 
end of the experiment. 75% of these cells responded to exposure to capsaicin with a mean current of −4150 ± 45 pA.
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a  series of incrementing mechanical stimuli was applied 

to the cell somata using a small glass probe. This was 

done before pharmacological tests, as amiloride was 

found to reduce MA cation currents (see below). 

Amongst small C-type DRG neurons, we found a clear 

distinction between MA currents expressed by C-I and 

C-II nociceptors (Fig. 9). 20 out of 50 C-I nociceptive 

cells (39%) responded to focal mechanical stimulation 

of their soma with MA cation currents, of which 15 were 

found sensitive to capsaicin. MA currents reversed at 

−3 ± 1 mV (Fig. 9 A). The replacement of Na+ with 

other monovalent cations (K+ and Cs+) did not shift 

the reversal potential of MA currents, indicating that 

mechanosensitive channels do not discriminate these 

monovalent cations (unpublished data). MA currents 

turned on during the ramp segment of the command 

for the forward motion and displayed slowly adapting 

kinetics with time constants ranging from 200 to 400 ms 

(Fig. 9 A, right). Such MA currents peaked concurrently 

with cessation of the probe movement and declined 

when pressure had been released. The minimum dis-

tance travelled by the probe to evoke a response in these 

cells was 13 ± 2 μm, which was approximately two times 

higher than pressures for mechanical activation of 

Figure 9. Nociceptors display two types of high-threshold mechanically activated cation currents. (A–C) Representative voltage step–
evoked currents and mechanically gated inward currents observed in C-I type (25–40 pF, A), C-II type (14–28 pF, B) and Aδ-like (35–70 
pF, C) nociceptors. Cells were fi rst subjected to 100-ms step depolarizations from a holding potential of −100 mV (as indicated) and 
then subjected to suprathreshold mechanical stimuli (A and B) or to a series of mechanical steps in 2-μm increments (C). Note that 
the cell (25 pF) clustering in C-I type cells was sensitive to capsaicin (not depicted) and displayed slowly adapting MA currents (A) while the 
C-II type cell (17 pF) was insensitive to capsaicin (not depicted) and had MA currents that failed to adapt during the entire length of 
the stimulus (B). The minimum distance travelled by the probe to evoke a response in A and B was 13.5 and 13.1 μm, respectively. (C) The 
cell (41 pF) clustering in the Aδ-like cells was found to be unresponsive to mechanical stimuli. Sweeps were applied at 15-s intervals in C. 
The velocity of the probe was 200 μm s−1 during the ramp segments. (D–F) Same cell as in B. (D) Relationship between pressure 
strength and the induced mechanical inward current. Sweeps were applied at 15-s intervals but were shown concatenated for clarity’s 
sake. Encoding of the intensity of the stimulus was demonstrated by the graded responses to varying mechanical stimulus applied 
through the glass probe. Note that amplitude of the MA current saturated as higher pressure was applied. (E) The cell was subjected to 
dual voltage–mechanical protocol consisting of a 100-ms voltage step from −100 to −60 mV followed by a suprathreshold mechanical 
stimulus. Amiloride (1 mM) blocked the MA current by 
80%. (F) Current–voltage relationships of MA current before (○) and after 
(●) application of 1 mM amiloride. Reversal membrane potential was −5 mV. Inset, cation currents evoked by a 20-μm ramp stimulus 
at holding potentials ranging from −80 to +40 mV. Bars, 100 pA.
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low-threshold mechanoreceptors (see below). There-

fore, because of their relatively high pressure threshold 

and sensitivity to capsaicin, most C-I nociceptors were 

tentatively classifi ed as high-threshold C-mechanoheat 

(possibly polymodal) nociceptors. High-threshold MA 

currents in these cells were inhibited by 79 ± 6% by 

1 mM amiloride, irrespective of the capsaicin sensitivity 

of the cell (unpublished data; see Fig. 12 C).

Although C-II type nociceptors had somewhat smaller 

cell bodies, which rendered diffi cult systematic investi-

gation of their mechanical sensitivity, MA currents could 

be evoked in 32% of these cells (Figs. 9, B and D–F), 

of which very few (1/9) were found to be responsive 

to capsaicin. These MA currents were activated by rela-

tively high pressure (14 ± 2 μm; Fig. 9 B). Therefore, 

mechanoreactive C-II cells were tentatively classifi ed as 

high-threshold C-mechanonociceptors. MA currents 

had reversal potential of −4 ± 2 mV and nearly linear 

I-V relationships in asymmetrical solution, indicating non-

selective permeability. In contrast to C-I nociceptors, MA 

currents in C-II nociceptive cells did not decline in ampli-

tude during the stationary part of the 200-ms stimulus, 

i.e., showed nonadapting kinetics (Fig. 9 B). Kinetics 

analysis further revealed an interesting additional facet 

of these nonadapting MA currents. Typically, current 

amplitude continued to increase for a period of 10–30 

ms after the cessation of probe movement, whereas the 

current declined as soon as the pressure was removed. In 

addition, the amplitude of repeatedly evoked nonadapt-

ing MA currents could be stable for up to 2 h and typi-

cally reached a plateau as higher pressures were applied 

(Fig. 9 D). Nonadapting MA currents were inhibited by 

82 ± 3% by 1 mM amiloride (Fig. 9 E and Fig. 12 C). No 

MA whole-cell currents could be evoked in Aδ-like noci-

ceptive cells using the most intense mechanical stimuli 

that could be applied to the neuron without disrupting 

the seal (Fig. 9 C).

D-hair Cells Express Low-threshold, Rapidly Adapting 
MA Cation Currents, and Different T-type Ca2+ Currents
Cells that were classifi ed as D-hair cells had medium- 

diameter cell bodies (54 ± 5.6 pF, range 39–65 pF). 

They proved to be substantially different from other 

current signature-classifi ed cells in that they displayed 

very typical ICaT (“giant ICaT”; Shin et al., 2003; 

Dubreuil et al., 2004) and were insensitive to capsaicin 

(1 μM). All the cells clustered in this subgroup exhib-

ited uniform MA cation currents (Erev 
−2 mV), which 

typically required low stimulus intensity to activate (Fig. 

10 A). The minimum distance travelled by the probe 

to evoke a response was 6.5 ± 1.5 μm, thereby classify-

ing these cells as low-threshold mechanoreceptors. MA 

currents in D-hair cells had rapidly adapting kinetics 

with time constants ranging from 10 to 50 ms. Encod-

ing of the intensity of the stimulus was demonstrated 

by the graded responses to varying mechanical stimulus 

 applied through the glass probe. It should be noted that 

suprathreshold mechanical stimuli typically evoked MA 

currents with both transient and sustained components 

(Fig. 10 A, inset). Low-threshold MA cation currents in 

D-hair cells were found to be more sensitive to amiloride 

than high-threshold MA currents in C nociceptive cells, 

with 95 ± 3% block by 1 mM amiloride (Fig. 10 B and 

Fig. 12 C).

LVA inward currents in D-hair mechanoreceptive 

cells did not appear to be fully antagonized by 1–3 mM 

amiloride (Fig. 10, C and D). Substituting external Na+ 

revealed that D-hair cells also displayed an amiloride-

 resistant ICaT. This current was fully blocked by 10 μM 

La3+ but showed little sensitivity to Ni2+ (IC50 = 245 

μM; unpublished data). Fig. 10 (C–E) illustrates the two 

components of ICaT in a single D-hair cell (52 pF). In a 

representative group of 39 cells, mean peak amplitudes 

of the amiloride-sensitive and amiloride-resistant ICaT 

were 93.3 ± 26 and 10.9 ± 3 pA/pF, respectively. Their 

voltage dependence (V1/2 of −65 ± 1.5 and −63 ± 1.5 

mV, respectively) was not signifi cantly different from 

those in C-II nociceptors (Fig. 10 E). Note that a small 

Nav1.8/SNS-like current (11.9 ± 4 pA/pF, n = 18), but 

not Nav1.9/NaN, was routinely detected in D-hair 

mechanoreceptive cells (arrow in Fig. 10 D, Fig. 12 A, 

and Fig. 13).

Large (Aα/β-like) DRG Cells Express Low-Threshold, 
Intermediately Adapting MA Cation Currents, Different 
T-type Ca2+ Currents, but No LVA TTX-R Na+ Currents
Cells that clustered in this subgroup fell within the 

large cell range (70–105 pF) and in all cases but one 

were found to be insensitive to capsaicin. In addition 

to difference in size, these cells displayed distinguish-

ing current signatures that serve to discriminate them 

from other cell types. (a) LVA currents were conducted 

essentially through amiloride-sensitive and amiloride-

resistant ICaT, while LVA TTX-R Na+ currents were un-

detectable (Fig. 11, A and B). In a representative group 

of 18 cells, mean peak amplitudes of the amiloride-

 sensitive and amiloride-resistant ICaT were 10 ± 3 and 

3.75 ± 2.5 pA/pF, respectively. (b) These cells had 

powerful HVA ICa, which was two- to threefold larger in 

amplitude than those in D-hair cells (comparison using 

CsCl-based pipette solution; see Materials and methods). 

(c) Relatively small SNS/Nav1.8-type currents were seen 

in these large cells with a mean peak current amplitude 

of 12.5 ± 5 pA/pF. (d) All these cells exhibited MA cat-

ion currents (Erev = −3 ± 1 mV), which had interme-

diately adapting kinetics with voltage-independent time 

constants ranging from 70 to 90 ms (Fig. 11, C and D). 

These MA currents activated in response to small probe 

displacements (8 ± 1 μm) and were equally permeable 

to K+, Na+, and Cs+ and less to Ca2+ with a PCa/PNa se-

lectivity of 1–3. In contrast to other cell types, MA cation 

currents in large cells were less susceptible to block by 
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amiloride with 45 ± 4% inhibition by 1 mM amiloride 

(Fig. 11 E and Fig. 12 C). Most notably, only the adapt-

ing component but not the sustained component of the 

MA cation current was suppressed by amiloride in this 

cell subset (Fig. 11 E).

D I S C U S S I O N

Using pharmacological discriminating tools we have 

broken down LVA currents in single DRG neurons and 

provided a thorough description of the specifi c contri-

bution of Ca2+ and Na+ current complements into fi ve 

Figure 10. Medium-sized D-hair cells express low-threshold, rapidly adapting MA currents and two pharmacologically distinct ICaT. 
(A–D) Same cell. (A) A medium-sized D-hair cell (52 pF) was subjected to dual voltage–mechanical protocol consisting of a 100-ms 
 voltage step from −100 to −50 mV followed by a series of incrementing (1 μm) mechanical stimuli. Sweeps were applied at 15-s intervals 
to allow MA currents to recover fully. D-hair cells are identifi able by the presence of large ICaT. The minimum distance travelled by the 
probe to evoke a response was 7.5 μm, thus this cell was classifi ed as low-threshold mechanoreceptor. Note that at mechanical threshold, 
a transient, rapidly adapting inward current was evoked while suprathreshold stimuli evoked a current with both transient and sustained 
components. The velocity of the probe was 200 μm s−1 during the ramp segments. (B) Both ICaT and MA currents were inhibited by 
amiloride (1 mM). (C) Families of LVA currents evoked in the D-hair cell by 100-ms depolarizations from −80 to −30 mV in 5-mV incre-
ments in control, in the presence of amiloride (1 mM) and after bath application of amiloride-containing low Na+ solution. (D) Peak I-V 
relationships in the absence (Control, ○) or presence of amiloride (1 mM, ●) and after bath application of amiloride-containing low 
Na+ solution in the absence (Low Na+, ◇) or presence of La3+ (10 μM, ◆). Note that in this cell, as in most D-hair cells, a small SNS/
Nav1.8-like current is seen (indicated by the arrow; see also Fig. 13). (E) The relative conductances (G/Gmax) of the amiloride-sensitive (◇) 
and amiloride-resistant (○) ICaT were plotted against membrane potential and fi tted to Boltzmann functions. V1/2 and slope factors were 
−65 ± 1.5 and −63 ± 1.5 mV and 4.7 ± 0.2 and 5 ± 0.1 mV, respectively. Each data point is the mean ± SEM of 7–14 cells. Insets, ampli-
tude of the amiloride-resistant ICaT was estimated as the La3+-sensitive component of LVA currents determined in the amiloride-containing 
low Na+ solution, whereas the amiloride-sensitive ICaT is obtained by difference currents derived from experiments as in C. This type of 
cells was found to be unresponsive to capsaicin.
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main, electrophysiologically uniform groups of DRG 

neurons (Figs. 12 and 13). These subspecialized groups 

of DRG neurons are also distinguished by the specifi c 

expression of mechanical cation currents, which had 

different biophysical properties. Our results therefore 

provide insights into how electrogenesis and sensory 

modalities are specifi ed in different populations of 

DRG receptors.

Figure 11. Large-diameter DRG cells lacking NaN/Nav1.9 express low-threshold intermediately adapting MA currents and two types of 
ICaT. (A–E) Same cell. (A) Families of current traces elicited in a large DRG neuron (87 pF) in the absence (Control) or presence of 
1 mM amiloride and in amiloride-containing low Na+ solution. Currents were evoked by 100-ms depolarizations by stepping from −80 to 
−35 mV in 5-mV increments from a holding potential of −100 mV. Cluster analysis placed 18 large-sized DRG neurons into this category. 
Bottom traces show difference currents isolating the amiloride-sensitive ICaT (steps from −80 to −50 mV) and the TTX-R SNS-like cur-
rent (steps from −80 to −35 mV). Note that in addition to amiloride-resistant ICaT, these large cells also expressed large high-threshold 
ICa (arrow), which was partially blocked by our fl uoride-containing pipette solution. (B) Peak I-V relationships in the absence (Control, ○) 
or presence of amiloride (1 mM, ●) and after bath application of amiloride-containing low Na+ solution in the absence (◇) or presence 
of La3+ (10 μM, ◆). Inset, block of the amiloride-resistant ICaT by 10 μM La3+ in the presence of low Na+ external solution. 
(C) MA currents evoked by a series of incrementing (1.5 μm) mechanical stimuli at a holding potential of −80 mV. The minimum distance 
travelled by the probe to evoke a response was 
8 μm, thus this cell was classifi ed as low-threshold mechanoreceptor. Note that decay ki-
netics of MA currents had time constants in between slowly adapting nociceptors and rapidly adapting D-hair cells. Sweeps were applied 
at 15-s intervals; probe velocity, 200 μm s−1. (D) Amplitude (bottom, ○) and decay kinetics (top, ●) of the MA current plotted as a func-
tion of holding potential. The cell was held at Vh for at least 20 s before the mechanical stimulation (15 μm) was applied. The holding 
currents were subtracted for clarity. Inset, MA currents evoked by a 15-μm ramp stimulus at holding potentials ranging from −50 to +20 mV. 
The expanded time scale shows monoexponential fi ts to the current decay. (E1) Normal external solution. (E2) Low Na+ external 
 solution ([Ca2+]o = 2.5 mM). The cell was subjected to a suprathreshold mechanical stimulus (E1) or dual mechanical–voltage protocol 
(E2) consisting of a suprathreshold mechanical stimulus followed by a 100-ms voltage step to −60 mV. Note that under both conditions, 
amiloride (1 mM) suppressed the rapidly adapting component of the low-threshold MA current but not the more sustained component. 
This cell was found to be unresponsive to capsaicin.
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Pharmacological Dissection of NaN/Nav1.9 Current 
and T-type Ca2+ Currents in DRG Cells
A major purpose of this paper was to present a view of 

DRG cell LVA channel heterogeneity developed from 

over 3 years work on DRG neurons. We fi rst sought to 

identify the different components of LVA currents in 

single cells by defi ning a method for better separation 

of NaN/Nav1.9 and ICaT. One major fi nding is that 

amiloride, but not inorganic Ca2+ channel blockers, can 

be readily used to discriminate ICaT and NaN/Nav1.9 

current. Using amiloride as a discriminative agent, 

we provided evidence that LVA currents measured in 

each of the 338 cells included in this study were com-

posed of NaN/Nav1.9 and/or amiloride-sensitive ICaT, 

which coexisted with various extents from one cell to 

the other. Moreover, it quickly became apparent that 

under conditions where NaN/Nav1.9 was eliminated, 

total ICaT was not fully inhibited by amiloride. The 

amiloride-resistant ICaT, which has been overlooked in 

previous studies, could be unambiguously distinguished 

from amiloride-sensitive ICaT on both pharmacological 

and biophysical grounds. In addition to differences in 

amiloride sensitivity, this current was also distinct in its 

sensitivity to Ni2+, with an IC50 of 240–260 μM, which 

is 
10-fold higher than that of the amiloride-sensitive 

ICaT (28 μM). Recorded under physiological [Ca2+]o, 

the two identifi ed types of ICaT have very similar voltage 

dependence, with amiloride-sensitive ICaT activating at 

most negative and amiloride-resistant ICaT at slightly 

more positive potentials.

Three types of ICaT, Cav3.1, Cav3.2, and Cav3.3, have 

been cloned (Cribbs et al., 1998; Perez-Reyes et al., 

1998; Lee et al., 1999). Based on kinetics data and the 

fact that of the three cloned T-channels only Cav3.2 is 

blocked by micromolar concentrations of Ni2+ while 

much higher concentrations are required to half-block 

Cav3.1 (250 μM) and Cav3.3 (216 μM) (Lee et al., 1999; 

Perez-Reyes, 2003), we suggest that the Cav3.2 channel 

profi le corresponds closely to that of the amiloride-

 sensitive ICaT. On the other hand, the slow inactivation 

kinetics of the amiloride-resistant ICaT, along with its 

relative resistance to Ni2+ and amiloride, may support 

the assumption that Cav3.3, which gives rise to slowly 

inactivating ICaT (Gomora et al., 2002), represents the 

counterpart of the amiloride-resistant ICaT. This is in ac-

cord with in situ hybridization data, which showed that 

DRG cells express Cav3.2 and Cav3.3 mRNA but no 

Cav3.1 mRNA (Talley et al., 1999). This inference is 

supported by the observations that peripheral pain 

 behavior is unaffected in Cav3.1−/− mice (Kim et al., 

2001) and that expression level of the Cav3.3 gene is 

 reduced in NT-4−/− mice, indicating that Cav3.3 is co-

expressed with Cav3.2 in D-hair mechanoreceptors 

(Shin et al., 2003).

A logical extension of these fi ndings was to determine 

the pharmacological profi le of NaN/Nav1.9, which was 

still largely unknown. Particular attention has been 

directed toward defi ning complete concentration–

 response curves for Ca2+ channel blockers in order to 

allow detailed comparison with similar data from other 

channels. Several important fi ndings have come from 

Figure 12. Distribution patterns of ion currents in subclassifi ed 
sensory neurons. (A) Histogram illustrating current signatures of 
small, medium, and large DRG neurons. Cells were classifi ed ac-
cording to their size and to the pattern of NaN/Nav1.9, SNS/
Nav1.8, amiloride-sensitive and amiloride-resistant ICaT. Based on 
these variables, cluster analysis identifi ed fi ve main populations 
among the 162 DRG cells that could be successfully tested for the 
entire battery of characteristics. 82, 60, 75, 0, and 5.5% of C-I type, 
C-II type, Aδ-like, D-hair, and Aα/β-like cells were sensitive to cap-
saicin. Note that whether cells were sensitive to capsaicin or not, 
all cells clustering as C-I type, C-II type, and Aδ-like cells had uni-
form LVA current signatures. Bars represent the mean ± SEM 
and numbers in the parentheses denote the number of cells for 
each class. ***, P < 0.005. (B) Comparison between representa-
tive MA currents evoked by mechanical ramp stimuli in D-hair 
cells, Aα/β-like cells, and C-I and C-II type nociceptors. Note the 
difference in threshold and kinetics of MA currents in these four 
subclassifi ed cell classes. Time constants of adapting kinetics of 
MA currents in C-I nociceptors, D-hair cells, and Aα/β-like cells 
were signifi cantly different (P < 0.05; one-way ANOVA) and were 
275 ± 14 ms, 42 ± 5 ms, and 79 ± 6 ms, respectively. (C) Inhibi-
tion (mean ± SD) of peak MA currents by 1 mM amiloride. RA, 
rapidly adapting; IA, intermediately adapting; SA, slowly adapting; 
NA, nonadapting.
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the present investigations. First, inorganic Ca2+ chan-

nel blockers are potent inhibitors of NaN/Nav1.9, with 

the following rank order (IC50): La3+ (46 μM) > Cd2+ 

(233 μM) > Ni2+ (892 μM). Metal cations had two ef-

fects: they blocked NaN/Nav1.9 and shifted the voltage 

dependence of gating, suggestive of two sites of action. 

This dual mechanism via pore block and antagonistic ef-

fect on channel activation has previously been reported 

for block of SNS/Nav1.8 (Kuo et al., 2004). Thus, our 

data indicate that NaN/Nav1.9 shares pharmacological 

properties with ICaT, raising some doubt as to the suit-

ability of metal cations as agents capable of distinguishing 

NaN/Nav1.9 from Ca2+ channels. Moreover because 

Cd2+ can alter NaN/Nav1.9 gating, our results empha-

size that absence of multivalent cations is critical in as-

saying functional properties of NaN/Nav1.9 channels. 

By doing so with the use of amiloride, we demonstrated 

that NaN/Nav1.9 current was selectively, although vari-

ably, expressed in C-I-, C-II-, and Aδ-nociceptive cells, 

in agreement with immunological studies (Fang et al., 

2002). Second, we show that mibefradil, a preferential 

ICaT antagonist, is a potent blocker of NaN/Nav1.9 (IC50, 

5 μM). Mibefradil blocked NaN/Nav1.9 in a frequency-

dependent manner, indicating preferential binding to 

Figure 13. Current signatures of nociceptors and mechanoreceptors. Current signature patterns evoked by voltage steps (100 ms), me-
chanical stimulation, and drug application are shown for each cell population. The protocol waveforms are illustrated in the bottom row. 
Five distinct cell types were identifi ed from small-, medium-, and large-diameter cell populations. C-I and C-II type nociceptors are distin-
guished by the amplitude of the amiloride-sensitive ICaT (Cav3.2), the presence of amiloride-resistant ICaT (putative Cav3.3), and, when 
detected, the properties of the MA current. The combination of large amiloride-sensitive ICaT (Cav3.2), rapidly adapting MA currents, 
unresponsiveness to capsaicin, and absence of NaN/Nav1.9 is particularly important to distinguish D-hair cells from medium-sized 
Aδ-like cells. The low-threshold mechanoreceptors, Aα/β-like and D-hair cells, are distinguished by the kinetics of their MA currents. 
The approximate incidence (%) is indicated when necessary.
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states visited during the depolarization. Moreover, the 

degree of block correlated well with the extent of the 

slow inactivation (unpublished data), suggesting that 

the slow time course of block during repeated stimu-

lation results from interaction with slow-inactivated 

NaN/Nav1.9 channels. State-dependent block by mibe-

fradil has been recently shown for other Na+ channel 

isoforms, including the TTX-R Nav1.5 (McNulty and 

Hanck, 2004). Thus, although mibefradil exhibits a 

higher affi nity in blocking ICaT over HVA Ca2+ currents 

(Clozel et al., 1997; Martin et al., 2000), it also has mi-

cromolar affi nity for NaN/Nav1.9 channels, pointing to 

a potentially common mibefradil-binding motif across 

targets. Given that mibefradil is known to reverse some 

experimental pain states (Todorovic et al., 2002; Dogrul 

et al., 2003), such cross-reactivity with NaN/Nav1.9, 

 another important target for antinociceptive agents, 

suggests that mibefradil’s antinociceptive actions might 

involve interaction with multiple ion channels rather 

than selective inhibition of ICaT.

Electrophysiologically Defi ned DRG Cells Express 
Distinct Mechanosensitive Channels
Based on ion channel signatures, fi ve groups of inter-

nally homogeneous DRG cells could be distinguished 

by cluster analysis (see Fig. 12 A and Fig. 13). Small 

DRG cells could be subdivided into two groups that rep-

resented 65% (C-I type) and 35% (C-II type) of C-cells. 

Systematic delineation of C-I and C-II type cells showed 

that they display identical densities of NaN/Nav1.9 and 

Nav1.8/SNS currents. Despite these similarities, clus-

tered C-II cells could be readily distinguished from C-I 
type cells by an approximately fi vefold larger ICaT. We 

showed that ICaT arises from both Cav3.2 and possibly 

Cav3.3 channels, with a prominent contribution of the 

former. These cells closely resemble a novel class of 

small DRG cells recently designated as “T-rich” and 

which have prevalent T-type over HVA Ca2+ currents 

(Nelson et al., 2005). Although it is diffi cult to place our 

cell classes in direct comparison with previous studies 

due to different strategies of characterizing cells, our 

C-I type cells match the type-1 cells of Cardenas et al. 

(1995) and Petruska et al. (2000) with respect to cell 

size, capsaicin-currents, and ICaT density. Based on cap-

saicin sensitivity and mechanoreactivity, we propose 

that C-I type cells comprise C-thermonociceptors and 

C-mechanoheat nociceptors, while C-II type cells con-

tain two subspecialized groups principally composed of 

C-thermonociceptors and C-mechanonociceptors.

During the course of recordings, we also examined 

the signatures of 96 medium cells, from which 66 could 

be studied in detail and fell into two uniform classes 

(Fig. 12 A and Fig. 13). Cells tentatively classifi ed as 

Aδ-nociceptors are mostly responsive to capsaicin and 

have large NaN/Nav1.9 and substantial Cav3.2 cur-

rent but no sizeable amiloride-resistant ICaT, whereas 

D-hair cells, besides being insensitive to capsaicin and 

lacking NaN/Nav1.9, can be reliably identifi ed by their 

“giant” Cav3.2 current (White et al., 1989; Cardenas 

et al., 1995; Shin et al., 2003; Dubreuil et al., 2004) (Fig. 

12 A and Fig. 13). Cells clustering in the fi fth group, 

possibly corresponding to Aα/β-mechanoreceptors, 

were generally capsaicin insensitive, had small ICaT, 

had no NaN/Nav1.9 current, and exhibited powerful 

HVA Ca2+ currents in agreement with Scroggs and Fox 

(1992). In addition, it should be noted that SNS/Nav1.8 

current was found to be prominently expressed in cells 

classified as nociceptive (Fig. 12 C and Fig. 13), which 

correlates well with the notion that broad somatic action 

potential is a fi ngerprint of nociceptive units in vivo 

(Fang et al., 2005).

Current signature-identifi ed cells were uniform in 

term of mechanosensitivity. Mechanoreactive cells in 

C-I and C-II groups responded primarily to the static phase 

of the stimulus and to high levels of mechanical force, 

suggestive of their putative function as high-threshold 

mechanonociceptors. Importantly, the observation that 

MA currents in C-I and C-II cells have distinct inactiva-

tion rates (Fig. 12 B) suggests that they may differen-

tially shape the electroresponsiveness of receptor 

endings. In this regard, it is important to note that the 

kinetics of MA currents in C-I (slowly adapting) and C-II 
(nonadapting) nociceptive cells in the present study are 

well suited to sustain the discharges observed in vivo in 

C-mechanoheat nociceptors (e.g., slowly adapting) and 

C-mechanonociceptors (e.g., 
sustained), respectively 

(see Fig. 2 in Lewin and Moshourad, 2004).

In contrast, medium and large nonnociceptive DRG 

cells responded to the ramp phase of the stimulus and 

to low levels of mechanical force, with either rapidly 

(D-hair cells) or intermediately (Aα/β-like cells) adapting 

MA currents, consistent with their function as low-

threshold mechanoreceptors. These MA currents are 

also well suited to sustain the in vivo activity of rapidly 

adapting D-hair mechanoreceptors and “slowly” adapt-

ing Aα/β-mechanoreceptors, respectively (see Lewin 

and Moshourab, 2004).

Unexpectedly, Aδ-neurons were refractory to mechani-

cal stimulation. Given the common polymodal nature 

of these cells (Lawson, 2002), it is possible that Aδ-like 

cells have higher mechanical thresholds that were not 

reached before disruption of pipette seals. Of relevance, 

TRPA1, which has just been suggested to contribute to 

mechanotransduction in C-fi ber nociceptors (Kwan 

et al., 2006; but see Bautista et al., 2006), is not ex-

pressed in Aδ mechanonociceptors (Kobayashi et al., 

2005). Therefore it is likely that another high-threshold 

MA channel exists in Aδ mechanonociceptors.

Nonselective currents activated by pressure applied to 

the soma were previously reported in DRG neurons 

(McCarter et al., 1999; Drew et al., 2002, 2004). These 

currents were generally consistent with the MA currents 
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observed in the present study. We have however ob-

tained contradictory results concerning the pharma-

cology of the MA currents in that we found that MA 

currents in different DRG cell subpopulations are in-

hibited by amiloride, though with various extent (Fig. 

12 C). This is at odds with data by Drew et al. (2002), 

which showed no effects of amiloride on MA currents 

but accords well with those by McCarter et al. (1999), 

which reported that MA currents in DRG cells are sensi-

tive to the amiloride derivative benzamil. Nevertheless, 

the diversity of mechanosensitive channel kinetics, 

threshold, and pharmacological sensitivity means that 

different types of channels, although possibly related, 

are involved in the transduction processes of low- and 

high-threshold mechanoreceptors. Furthermore, our 

study also provides some hints that the high-threshold 

mechanotransducer in nociceptive neurons may not be 

a single channel entity. Although there are several inter-

esting candidate channels that can form an amiloride/

gadolinium-blockable channel, including some mem-

bers of the DEG/ENac, ASIC, and TRP channel families 

(Waldmann and Lazdunski, 1998; Price et al., 2000; 

 Delmas, 2004; McIlwrath et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2006; 

Kwan et al., 2006), it is not yet clear which channels 

form the core mechanosensory apparatus in both low- 

and high-threshold mechanoreceptors.
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